Introduction: Nature presents abundant examples of closed curves that may be considered as some sort of deformed ellipses. Gielis (2003) invented a superformula to parameterize such shapes.
The classical formula of ellipse is given as: Gielis found that almost any (closed) curve can be described in terms of ( ), f θ which is any defined function of θ , and the parameters ( 1, 2, 3 , , , j a b m n = ) in (4) and called it a superformula.
Let us look at the formulas (1) to (4) above a little differently. The parameters a and b relate to maximal length (along x axis) and width (along y axis). When x and y are divided by a and b respectively, the length and the width are unitized such that all the points lie on or inside the unit circle. If the parameters satisfy the relationship 1 2 3 ( ) 1 n n n = = ≥ , we may view (4) above as some sort of 'ball' with a well-defined Minkowski distance (of a point from the origin). The Minkowski distance is measured as 1/ ; 1
Note that this distance satisfies the triangle inequality condition for any real 1 p ≥ , (integer or non-integer). For u and v within the unit ball, p larger than unity would deflate them and p <1 would inflate them (violating the ∆ inequality). The exponent (1/ ) p on the square bracket operating on the sum of rescaled u and v (within the square bracket) would have the role opposite to p . However, in the formula
scaling of u and v within the square bracket are not uniform, nor the rescaling of their sum by the exponent on the square bracket has any particular relation with them. They stretch and squeeze the ball in different proportions in different directions.
Thus, the matters are entirely different when , p q or w assume a negative or a fractional value. Then d is no longer a measure of distance in the sense described above. Gielis' formula allows for such negative or fractional values of , p q or w .
Examples in Nature:
Among the plant leaves we find different shapes -linear, lanceolate, elliptic, oblong, ovate, abovate, orbicular, cordate, reniform, sagittate, hastate, auricled, etc. Leaves exhibit different patterns in their margin -entire, undulate, dentate, serrate, crenate, pinnately lobed and so on. Leaf tips may be acuminate, acute, obtuse, truncate, retuse, cuspidate, mucronate, and may others. These particulars characterize plant leaves and the plants in turn. Very often, therefore, plant leaves are qualitatively described. However, Gielis holds that it is possible to describe these shapes in terms of parameters (   1,2,3 , , , j a b m n = ).
Measurements:
The figure (for instance, a plant leaf) may be placed on a graph paper and traced to give a 2d graph, which may be converted into data points ( , ); 1, 2,..., .
In practice, these measurements are such that the entire leaf is traced in 4 quadrants, with the centroid placed (approximately) on the origin (0, 0) of the graph. Since it is almost impossible in practice to exactly place the centroid of a leaf on the correct origin, (0,0) on a graph paper, we assume that the origin is wrongly located at ( , ). 
The First
Step to Estimation of Gielis Parameters: The first and most important task in estimation of the Gielis parameters from such empirical data (with displaced origin) is to estimate the shift parameters, ( , ) x y c c , so that ( , ) ( , )
x y
x y x c y c = − − can be obtained as correctly as possible. We draw the practically smallest possible rectangle such that the trace of the figure is inscribed within the said rectangle, we may obtain the first estimate of ( , )
x y c c along with the limits within which each shift parameter would lie. That is:
;
We can also obtain approximate values of a = half of the length and b =half of the width of the rectangle, and the limits within which they lie such that ; .
Any other method may also be used to guess them.
Having obtained the approximate values of the first four parameters, ( , ) S is minimum.
Minimization of 2
S poses formidable problems due to two reasons. First, the Gielis parameters are possibly not unique to data. The trio of 1 2 , n n and 3 n is possibly not independent of each other. In econometric literature, the multicollinearity problem presents an instance of a lack of such uniqueness. This fact apart, the parameters span a highly nonlinear surface of 2 S , which has innumerably many local minima. The author has observed that a highly adaptive direct search method such as the Nelder-Mead algorithm (Nelder and Mead, 1964; Kuester and Mize, 1973 ) is often caught into local optima while finding the optimal values of the Gielis parameters. Multiple starting points sometimes succeed, but often fail to give a desirable result.
The Genetic Algorithm for Optimization: While faced with the problem of optimization of a multi-parameter nonlinear function with innumerably many local optima, a choice of the genetic algorithm to find the best possible global optimum is perhaps appropriate. With this point, we have applied the genetic algorithm (Holland, 1975; Goldberg, 1989; Write, 1991) to fit the Gielis superformula to the data experimentally generated by simulation.
The Simulation Experiments:
We have experimented with six different models. The parameters by which data have been generated are presented in tables A.1 and A.2 in the appendix. The graphical view of the shapes may be appreciated by looking at the Fig.1 through Fig.18 . The red points are those generated by the true parameters while the blue ones are generated by using the estimated parameters.
For every model (1 through 6) three estimates have been obtained. The considerations for the alternative estimates are as follows:
1. By observing the graph plot of the data (100 points for each model) generated by the true parameters, we may guess on the ranges of the first four parameters, , , , , , n n n are hard to guess. However, multi-petal shapes such as the graphs of models 1, 2 and 5 suggest that 2 n or 3 n may be negative. 4. On this basis we have made a three-fold classification: (a) Most Informed -when the signs of exponential parameters are known and their range is narrow; (b) Less Informed -when the sign of the exponential parameters are known but the range is quite wide; and (c) Least Informed -when the signs of the parameters are not known and the range within which they may lie is quite wide.
Accordingly, we have arbitrarily assumed the ranges in case of each parameter and searched for the least value of 2 S . In each case, we have run the genetic algorithm program (in FORTRAN) 30 times. It may be noted that the genetic algorithm does have a great capability of adaptation, but it may also be caught in a local optimum. After all, it is a random search algorithm, although much better algorithm than the usual ones. The least value of 2 S in 30 runs is chosen as the best point, nearest to the optimum. Of course, 100 runs might have produced still better results. But our purpose in this paper is not to obtain the best results; we aim at showing that the Gielis curves may be fitted to data successfully by using the genetic algorithms.
The Findings: The details of the findings (estimated parameters, assumed ranges, extent of fitness or 2 S , etc) are presented in tables A.1 and A.2 in the appendix. The points generated by true parameters are red-coloured. For each case, 1000 points are generated by the estimated parameters. These points are blue-coloured. A visual observation suggests that in most cases the true shapes have been satisfactorily reproduced by the estimated parameters.
Table-1 presents the fitness in view of the information used in determining the ranges in which the parameters are likely to lie. We observe that most informed guesses on ranges produce better fits. A perusal of the magnitudes of exponential parameters ( 1 2 3 , , n n n ) suggests that very often they deviate significantly from the true parameters but they may have a tendency to keep some proportionate relations among themselves. This tendency indicates the lack of empirical uniqueness of the parameters of the Gielis superformula (Mishra, 2006) . For model-6 in particular, the three estimates give vary small and practically indistinguishable 2 S , but variations in the estimated parameters are so large. On the basis of fitness (alone) one cannot say whether the one estimate (of parameters) is more reliable than the others. Thus, the exponential parameters intermingle with each other. However, this is only a conjecture of the author, albeit supported by enough experimental evidences. This issue deserves further investigation. A binomial expansion of ( ) We have conducted some experiments with such modifications of the deformed ellipses. Models 7 , 8 and 9 are the modified versions of models 2, 3 and 5 respectively. The modifier is the logarithmic spiral function, . Such examples are numerous in the plant kingdom (leaves in particular). Model-13 (a and b) simulates such cases. Two simulation cases with different limits are tried (table A-3). The figures are presented in Fig-25 and Fig-26 . In model-14 measurements (21 in number) are taken from a (real-life) rose leaf. The estimated parameters are presented in table A.3 and the figure Fig.27 .
The results of experiments with modification suggest that while the parameters of the modifier functions, ( ) f θ , are more or less close to the true parameters, the exponential parameters of ( ) g θ vary so widely.
Interpretation of Gielis Parameters:
Gielis has not given any convincing arguments to explain the 'physical' meaning of the parameters of his equation. Nevertheless, an instance from the econometric literature may be useful to work out a plausible interpretation. Arrow et al. (1961) , later on generalized for multi-level multi-factor case (Sato, 1970) , visualized the technical relationship between production (Q) and the factors (Labour, L and capital, K) in the following form (well known as the CES production function):
we may rewrite (7) in a form that resembles the Galis superformula (4). The points of difference, nevertheless, are that Gielis (i) does not use the distribution parameter (δ ), (ii) does not restrict the substitution parameter ( β ), (iii) allows for different exponents on x and y , and finally, (iv) allows for the rotational symmetry with the parameter m other than 4 as well, while (7) assumes m = 4 tacitly.
In the function (7) above, the substitution parameter, β , measures the technical possibility of substitution between labour and capital without affecting the quantity of production, Q . From this we get the so-called elasticity of substitution, 1/(1 ).
σ β = + When 0 σ we obtain the Leontief type of production function in which the ratio of labour to capital is fixed and they cannot be substituted for each other. On the other hand, when 1 σ = , we have the Cobb-Douglas production function and so on. The homogeneity parameter, η , measures the returns to scale. If the quantities of labour and capital (both) are multiplied by a factor (1 ) λ + then as a response, Q is multiplied by a factor (1 ) η λ + . The scale economies (or diseconomies) are generated by the movement of the factor proportions towards (or backwards) the optimal mix of inputs.
In case of a leaf we find it producing many types of output for the use by a plant -for preparing food, respiration, balance of water, reproduction, and so on. On the other hand, venation greatly determines the dimensions of a leaf and its functions. In the light of substitutability, complementarity and scale economies one may venture upon some plausible interpretation of the Gielis parameters. 
